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Abstract
We consider radar classifications of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) which can prove beneficial
in fall detection, analysis of daily routines, and discerning physical and cognitive human
conditions. We focus on contiguous motion classifications which follow and commensurate
with the human ethogram of possible motion sequences. Contiguous motions can be closely
connected with no clear time gap separations. In the proposed motion classification approach,
we utilize the Radon transform applied to the radar range-map to detect the translation motion,
whereas an energy detector is used to provide the onset and offset times of in-place motions,
such as sitting down and standing up. It is shown that motion classifications give different results
when performed forward and backward in time. The number of classes, thereby classification
rates, considered by a classifier, is made variable depending on the current motion state and
the possible transitioning activities in and out of the state. Motion examples are provided to
delineate the performance of the proposed approach under typical sequences of human motions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The combination of sensing technologies and data analytics is considered a powerful tool in
efficient indoor monitoring of human activities [1–6]. RF-based sensors offer fine controls for
sensing configurations and work in all lighting and weather conditions. They promise non-
intrusive, safe and reliable home automation and security. Further, monitoring human indoor
activities prove important for the vulnerable population, including the elderly and disable. The
principal task is to detect and classify motion abnormalities as well as anomalies in activity
patterns that may be linked to deteriorating health conditions. In particular, falls are considered
as an abnormal activity that should be accurately detected and classified with high sensitivity
and specificity [7–10]. Other daily activities can indicate, in their variants over times, changes
in routines and lifestyle as well as the state of physical, cognitive, and psychological health of
the person. RF-based gesture recognition using hands and arms is also an important contactless
technology for Man-Machine-Interface (MMI) [11–16]. Adding to the indoor applications,
RF-based vital sign monitoring has vast medical use, as respiration and heart beats are essential
diagnostic barometers for many health problems [2, 17–21]. In this thesis, we focus on the
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classifications of ADL, dealing with motions as consecutive, and sometimes contiguous without
clear time boundary and isolations.
Human daily activities can be categorized into translation and in-place motions. Whereas
the former mainly describes crawling and gait articulations, the latter is primarily associated
with motions that do not exhibit considerable changes in range. In-place motions include
sitting, standing, kneeling, and bending, each is performed without any stride. The accumulated
range under each in-place is typically less than 1 meter. Fall can be considered a translation or
in-place motion, depending on the motion corresponding range swath [22–24].
In this work, we use a FMCW radar with range and Doppler resolution capabilities. We
first separate translation and in-place motions using the Radon transform applied to the radar
backscattering signals. The Radon transform which exploits the piece-wise linear behavior of
range vs time corresponding to human walking. This is revealed by computing the range-map
that depicts the range vs slow-time of a moving target. Accordingly, horizontal lines correspond
to in-place motions, whereas translation motions are manifested by lines with non-zero slopes.
In the range-map, fast translation motions are associated with steep lines. On the other hand,
elderly gait typically leaves behind smaller signature slopes compared to those of young adults.
Positive slopes describe range translation away from the radar, and negative slopes are a result
of walking towards the radar. The Radon transform can reveal the transitions from translation
to in-place motion and visa versa by capturing the time instants, or "breaking" points, of slope
changes. Over the in-place motion time segments of ADL, characterized by horizontal lines
in the range-map or small range variations, an energy detector, in lieu of Radon transform,
is applied to determine the onset and offset times of each motion. It is noted that we do not
assume any underlying model guiding the received signal, which is viewed as as a deterministic
signal with time-varying frequencies [25, 26].
We use two-dimensional (2-D) PCA, a data-driven feature learning techniques followed by
the Nearest Neighbors (NN) classifier. The 2-D PCA has shown to be very effective in motion
2
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classification. It outperforms hand-crafted based motion classifications and offers competitive
results to convolution and deep neural networks [27, 28, 14]. Both the target micro-Doppler
signature, provided by the spectrograms and the target range-map are input to the 2-D PCA. It
is important to note that the essence of this research contribution is not to devise new classifier
but rather to address the contiguity issue of human motions and exploit the "ethogram" [29] of
human activities which limit the possible contingent motions stemming from the present ones.
In essence, we use 2-D PCA, NN classifier for demonstrating the concepts introduced.
We consider classifying consecutive motions, e.g., a stream of "sitting down", "standing
up", "walking". Some of these consecutive motions are contiguous in the sense there is no
clear time gap separation between two successive activities. We seek to exploit the logical
sequence of human motion articulations. For example, we would not consider "sitting down"
as a possible action following a previous "sitting down". This also applies to consecutive
"standing up" actions. In the same practice, we would eliminate "walking" that immediately
follows "bending down" without the occurrence of the intermediate motion of "rebounding up"
from bending. More generally, we view motions as states, namely sitting, standing, walking,
and laying states. The transition from one state to another is guided by the human ethogram
that defines the possible sequences of motions.
The elimination of impossible motions in a sequence of motion leads to changing the
candidate classes of motions to be classified at any given time. This, in turn, alters the size of
the classifier confusion matrix, in lieu of using a fixed matrix dimension, which the case when
dealing with all ADL as possibilities. We also utilize the fact that some actions and activities
associated with some motion states are more accurately classified than those in other states. In
this respect, situation can arise where classifications of current motions associated with one
state encourage going backward in time and revisiting past states to gain more assertiveness
on previously incurred motions. The work provides examples showing the above three main
aspects of the proposed approach, namely, variable size confusion matrix and bidirectional
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classifications. These examples are based on 2-D PCA, NN classifier. Different arguments and
conclusions using the same examples, but a different classifier, can be drawn; however, the two
aspects of our approach remain applicable.
1.2 Background
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Fig.: 1.1 State-of-the-art methods (r.h.s.) and future approaches (l.h.s.) of ADL radar recognition.
Machine learning combined with radar signal processing categorizing ADL human motion
has already become an area of high interest with different waveform modulation schemes,
such as Continuous Waveform (CW) or Frequency-Modulated Continuous Waveform (FMCW)
radars. The former only provides the Doppler signatures of the human motion, whereas the
latter adds the range information. The Doppler or micro-Doppler signatures are revealed by
the spectrogram. The spectrogram images and the range-map images (FMCW) are shown
in Fig. 1.1 on the r.h.s. for few selected motions [30]. Here, the data collection is basically
performed on a predefined time window, which captures the individual motion. For such
approaches, the determination of the onset and offset times of the activities are not performed.
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A variety of different feature extraction and classification methods based on spectrograms have
been exploited and tested for their reliability and accuracy. In general, the range-information
has not even played a key role in ADL classification [31, 2].
In contrast, Fig. 1.1 shows on the l.h.s. a consecutive and contiguous motion sequence,
collected by a FMCW radar. For multi motion sequences, possibly consisting of translation
and in-place motions, some of which can be merged, existing motion classification approaches
cannot be directly applied. It is noted that contiguous and consecutive motion sequences reflect
a natural and realistic behavior of ADL. Hence, the work in this thesis begins with separating
these consecutive motion actions by taking advantage of the information in the range-map. We
incorporate effective human motion classification techniques, feature extraction methods, and
detection of the onset and offset times of each motion towards a final accurate and reliable
automatic human motion rechgnition [32–35, 6].
1.3 Thesis organization
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the system model and the pre-processing steps
are discussed, along with the 2-D PCA feature extraction method, and the fusion classifier that
combines spectrogram and range-map features. In Chapter 3, the motion capturing method,
supported by the energy detector and range-map processing based on the Radon transform is
presented. Chapter 4 describes motions as states and discusses transient activities forward and
backward in time, along with the experimental setup, with key examples showing the essence
of our approach. Finally, conclusions are provided in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Radar system, pre-processing and
classification
2.1 Radar system and data analysis
2.1.1 Radar model
The data collection was performed using SDR-KIT 2500B [36] (Fig. 2.1), which is developed
by Ancortek, Inc. The FMCW radar operates with a center frequency 25 GHz and bandwidth
2 GHz. The Fig. 2.2 illustrates the transmitted (Tx) signal and the received (Rx) signal for four
pulse repetition intervals (PRIs), schematically, for the used radar system. The PRI is 1 ms, and
Fig.: 2.1 K-band radar Ancortek SDR-KIT 2500B [36].
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Fig.: 2.2 Illustration of a FMCW Sawtooth transmitted and received signal model.
the range resolution (RR) is 7.5 cm, which is computed as,
RR =
c0
2B
(2.1)
with c0 as the speed of light and B indicates the bandwidth. The transmitted signal is,
ST x(t) = AT · cos[2π( fct+ 12αt
2)] (2.2)
where α is the chirp rate given by B/T . The received signal is,
SRx(t) = AR · cos[2π( fc(t− τ)+α(12t
2− τ · t)+ fD · t)] (2.3)
where τ is the two-way travel time, fD is the Doppler shift assuming constant velocity target.
AR, the signal amplitude, is given by,
AR =
Gλ
√
Pσ√
(4π)3R2
√
Ls
√
La
(2.4)
with the antenna gain, G, and the transmitted power , P. σ is the radar cross-section (RCS), La
and Ls indicate the atmospheric and system loss, respectively. The complex baseband signal is
expressed in terms of the in-phase and quadrature components as,
s(t) = I(t)+ jQ(t) = Aeψ(t) (2.5)
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where (ψ(t)) is the signal phase [27, 37]. This signal is used in all follow-on analysis.
2.1.2 Range-map computation
For the computation of the target range profile, the matched filtered of the radar signal return is
first represented by a two-dimensional matrix, s(n,m). The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
applied to each column, corresponding to one PRI, provides the target range information. The
range-map, R(p,m), is generated by incorporating the consecutive PRIs, and is given by,
R(p,m) =
1
N
N−1
∑
n=0
s(n,m)exp(− j2π pn
N
) (2.6)
where p= 0, ...,N−1, N is the number of samples, or range bins, in one PRI, and m= 0, ...,M−
1, where M represents the total number of PRIs considered. In the data collection experiments,
we set N and M to be 512 and 12,000 (e.g. for twelve seconds of data), respectively.
2.1.3 Micro-Doppler signature
To obtain the target micro-Doppler signature, we first sum the data over the range bins of
interest as,
V (m) =
r2
∑
r=r1
R(r,m) (2.7)
where r1 and r2 are the minimum and maximum range bins considered, set to 10 and 128,
respectively. This corresponds to a range swath from 0.75 m to 9.6 m [38]. The short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) is then applied to V (m), and its magnitude square, i.e., spectrogram,
is computed to yield the micro-Doppler signature, MD(n,k),
MD(n,k) =
∣∣∣∣∣L−1∑m=0 w(m)V (n−m)exp(− j2πmkL )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.8)
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A Hanning window w(m) of size L = 128 is applied to reduce the sidelobes [39]. Eq. 2.8 is
computed at several windows positions separated by 8 samples, which corresponds to 94 %
window overlapping. The spectrogram is resized with 128 samples for Doppler scaling and
32 samples (1 sec) in slow-time. The same resizing process is applied for range-map images
[40].
2.2 Pre-processing
This section provides the required pre-processing steps for the range-map and the micro-
Doppler spectrogram. Neither the applied Radon transform nor the PBC gives reliable results
on the initially computed range-map or the micro-Doppler spectrogram, respectively.
2.2.1 Range-map pre-processing
The Eq. 2.6 is applied on the radar received raw data s(n,m) to compute the complex range-map
matrix. The range map figure is then computed as,
RM = 10 · log10
(√
real2(R)+ imag2(R)
)
(2.9)
with R as the complex range-map matrix. The range-map (RM) is converted to a logarithmic
magnitude scale, shown in Fig. 2.3a. After down-sampling the range-map (RM) to an image of
M×N = 128×384 samples (for 12s of data), the Radon transform is applied and shown in
Fig. 2.3b. Noisy horizontal lines may cause no clear peaks in the Radon graph to be assigned
to a persons translation and in-place profile. Furthermore, the Tranlation Line in Fig. 2.3b is
blurry and unclear. To mitigate the problem, the range-map should be cleaned out by using
multiple steps explained in the follow-on sections, since all lines except the true target line,
compromise the Radon transform.
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(a) Range-map profile (b) Radon transform
Fig.: 2.3 Range map for walking followed by sitting down and standing up without pre-processing steps and the
performed Radon transform.
Columnwise normalization of the the Range-map
(a) Range-map profile (b) Radon transform
Fig.: 2.4 Columnwise normalized range map and the performed Radon transform.
The normalization of the columns in the range-profile has shown good results to strip the
signature from dependence on target distance. We divide each sample of the range-map, RM,
by their column maximum value. The elementwise operation is known as Hadamard division
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and is computed as,

RM1,1 RM1,2 . . . RM1,N
RM2,1 RM2,2 . . . RM2,N
...
...
...
...
RMM,1 RMM,2 . . . RMM,N

⊘

max1(RMm) max2(RMm) . . . maxN(RMm)
max1(RMm) max2(RMm) . . . maxN(RMm)
...
...
...
...
max1(RMm) max2(RMm) . . . maxN(RMm)

=

R˜M1,1 R˜M1,2 . . . R˜M1,N
R˜M2,1 R˜M2,2 . . . R˜M2,N
...
...
...
...
R˜MM,1 R˜MM,2 . . . R˜MM,N

(2.10)
with maxn(RMm) for n = 1,2, . . . ,N as the maximal individual column value. R˜M is the
normalized range-map matrix shown in Fig. 2.4a. Further, it can be seen in the Radon transform
(Fig. 2.4b) that the horizontal lines are very much maintained, whereas the Tranlation Line
becomes slightly stronger due to distance compensation.
eCLEAN
Fig.: 2.5 Histogram of the eCLEAN algorithm for the range-map.
To reduce the the noise enhancement in the range-map, we apply the eCLEAN algorithm
[41, 27, 30]. The algorithm computes a histogram from the matrix R˜M, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
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(a) Range-map profile (b) Radon transform
Fig.: 2.6 Columnwise normalized range map and the performed Radon transform.
The values belonging to the 20 highest histogram bins are maintained (shown in red), whereas
the values belonging to the lower histogram bins are set to 0. The result is shown in Fig. 2.6a,
where most of the noise is eliminated. Accordingly, the Radon transform (Fig. 2.6b) does not
show the extraneous horizontal lines due to the radar itself. Further, the peak of the Translation
Line becomes more dominant than before.
Outlier removal
Below, we explain the processing step to remove outlier points. Outlier points (Pixel) may
confuse the Radon transform. Furthermore, they can lower the classification outcome, since
these points contain inappropriate features. The outlier points are removed by a using the
MATLAB function bwareaopen(RM-eClean,50) with a default value of 50 pixel for a matrix
size of 128x384 for range map processing. The function finds independent isolated pixel
clusters of fewer than the default value. The isolated pixel clusters are erased from the image.
The result is shown in Fig. 2.7a.
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(a) Range-map; outlier removed (b) Range-map; kernel cleaning
(c) Radon transform on (a) (d) Radon transform on (b)
Fig.: 2.7 The figure set shows (a) the range-map after removing the outlier points, and (b) shows the range-map
after kernel cleaning. (c) and (d) display the Radon transform on (a) and (b).
Kernel cleaning
The kernel cleaning algorithm is a necessary computational step to improve the performance of
the Radon transform. Furthermore, the algorithm limits the width (spread) of the target line
to the window size of 6 pixel (according to Algorithm 1) such that no biased range profile
depending on targets line width occurs.
Fig. 2.7a shows the input image. The algorithm begins by finding the farthest target distance
at slow-time bin t = 0s, as shown with the green arrow in Fig. 2.7b. Here, a kernel of the
window size (6 pixel) is placed over the target line, as shown in Fig. 2.7b with the red/green
square. The summed power within the placed kernel window is indicated as pwr2. pwr1
13
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and pwr3 are the summed power of the window shifted one pixel away or towards the radar,
respectively, and listed in the Algorithm 1. The highest power indicates the window of which
the 6x6 pixels kernel is mirrored in the empty matrix RMC. Then, the algorithm shifts one
sample in slow-time (n = n + 1) and repeats the routine until (n == 384-Win) the end of
the last six slow-time bins are reached. It is noticed that the algorithm can just go forward in
slow-time; therefore, it cannot follow the noisy horizontal line at distance 2 m between 0 s and
3 s in slow-time.
For comparison, Fig. 2.7c and Fig. 2.7d show the result of the Radon transform before and
after the kernel cleaning algorithm. Here, the magnitude of the peaks for the in-place Line and
the Translation Line are more leveled out.
The kernel size of 6x6 gives the best results and has been found iteratively. An example of
choosing the kernel size to 1 and 12 are shown in Fig. 2.8. According to the kernel size 1, a
small kernel yields to sharp peaks in the Radon transform, whereas multiple peaks between the
in-place Line and the translation line can cause confusion in finding the true peaks of the two
lines. On the other hand, a too widely chosen kernel leads to a blurry and imprecise peak in the
Radon transform.
2.2.2 Micro-Doppler spectrogram pre-processing
The outcome of the Eq. 2.8 provides the micro-Doppler spectrogram, MD, by using the range-
bins between 10 and 128. The spectrogram (Fig. 2.9a) is scaled to a logarithmic scale as for
the range-map and provides the initial image for the next processing step, namely, the eCLEAN
algorithm.
eCLEAN
The eCLEAN algorithm is also applied used for eliminating the majority of the noise in the
spectrogram. The upper 60% of the pixel values, according to Fig. 2.9b, are maintained to
14
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Data: range-map: RM
Result: Cleaned range-map: RMC
Initialization: RMC = zeros(128,384); pwr = 0; pwr1 = 0; pwr2 = 0; pwr3 = 0; m = 128; n = 1; Win = 6;
while pwr == 0 && n ==1; /* While loop counts down to 5.5m until the target line is
detected */
do
pwr = sum(RM[m,n:n+Win]); /* Computing the power at range-bin m with the width
of 6 pixel */
m = m-1; /* Counting towards the radar */
if pwr != 0; /* It runs into the "if" condition, when the window line of 6 pix
hits the target line at 5.5m */
then
while n != (384-Win) do
pwr1 = sum(RM[m-Win+1:m+1,n:n+Win]) ; /* Comp. pwr1; shifted 1 range-bin
away */
pwr2 = sum(RM[m-Win:m,n:n+Win]) ; /* Comp. pwr2 as for the previous
range bin */
pwr3 = sum(RM[m-Win-1:m-1,n:n+Win]) ; /* Compu. pwr3; shifted 1 range-bin
towards */
if pwr1 >= (pwr2||pwr3); /* pwr1 is the highest */
then
RMC[m-Win+1:m+1,n:n+Win] = RM[m-Win+1:m+1,n:n+Win]; /* Copying the
pixel into the zero matrix RMC */
m = m +1; /* Counting away the radar */
else if pwr2 >= (pwr1||pwr3); /* pwr2 is the highest */
then
RMC([m-Win+1:m+1,n:n+Win]) = RM([m-Win:m,n:n+Win]; /* Copying the
pixel into the zero matrix RMC */
; /* distance to the radar m maintained */
else
; /* pwr3 is the highest */
RMC[m-Win-1:m-1,n:n+Win] = RM[m-Win-1:m-1,n:n+Win]; /* Copying the
pixel into the zero matrix RMC */
m = m -1; /* Counting towards the radar */
end
n = n + 1; /* counting one slow-time bin to the right */
end
else
return;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Kernel clean algorithm for range-map processing.
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(a) Range-map cleaning with kernel 1 (b) Range-map cleaning with kernel 12x12
(c) Radon transform on (a) (d) Radon transform on (b)
Fig.: 2.8 The figure set shows (a) the cleaned range-map by using kernel size 1 and (b) shows the cleaned
range-map with kernel size 12x12. (c) and (d) display the Radon transform on (a) and (b).
generate the spectrogram (Fig. 2.9c). It can be seen that some pixel clouds exist in the micro-
Doppler spectrogram. Additionally, there occurs a horizontal line at approximately 200Hz
Doppler frequency.
Outlier removal
The micro-Doppler spectrogram shown in Fig. 2.9c provides a clear motion sequence, whereas
the horizontal line and the outlier points can adversely affect the classifier and the energy
detector (PDC) of finding the onset and the offset times of a motion. Therefore, the outlier
removal function with a default value of 150 pixel for the micro-Doppler spectrogram is applied.
The result is shown in Fig. 2.9d.
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(a) Raw micro-Doppler spectrogram
(b) Histogram of the eCLEAN algorithm for the
spectrogram
(c) Micro-Doppler spectrogram after eCLEAN
‘
(d) Micro-Doppler spectrogram after outlier re-
moval
Fig.: 2.9 The figure set shows (a) initial micro-Doppler spectrogram, (b) shows the histogram values of the
eCLEAN algorithm. The micro-Doppler spectrogram after the eCLEAN algorithm and after removing outlier
pixels are shown in (c) and (d).
2.2.3 Conclusion to pre-processing
In the previous sections, the individual pre-processing steps are explained. This section
visualizes the individually dependent steps for the range-map and the spectrogram, with a flow
chart shown in Fig. 2.10. The Ancortek Radar system provides the Raw signal, which is used
after selection of the PRIs of interest, to compute the Raw range-map. The Raw range-map is
further processed by the Normalization.
From the Raw range-map, the range bins of interest are selected to process the Raw
spectrogram. The noise elimination by using the eCLEAN algorithm is performed on both the
17
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Selecting the PRIs of
interest
(recommended betw.
8s and 12s of data
referring to 8000 to
12000 PRIs)
Raw signal Raw range-map Normalization eCLEAN algorithm Kernel cleaningOutlier removal
Raw spectrogram eCLEAN algorithm Outlier removal
Input for the
Radon transform
& PBC
Range bin
selection
Fig.: 2.10 The flow diagram shows the pre-processing steps for the range-map and the micro-Doppler spectrogram.
range-map and the spectrogram. The same applies for the Outlier removal function. The Kernel
cleaning is only applied on the range-map. The final range-map and spectrogram are used for
further motion separation techniques through the Radon transform and the PBC, explained in
Chapter 3.
2.3 Feature extraction and classification
This section introduces the reader to the used feature extraction method of the Two-Dimensional
Principal Component Analysis (2-D PCA). The extracted features are classified with the Nearest
Neighbor classifier, while we illustrate the Fusion method of classifying spectrogram and range
features, simultaneously. Finally in this section, reconstructed micro-Doppler and range-map
images are visualizing the importance of using just few principal component vectors.
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2.3.1 Two-dimensional principal component analysis and nearest neigh-
bor classification
The Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis (2-D PCA) is used for feature extraction,
followed by the Nearest Neighbour (NN) classifier. The covariance matrix H is computed as,
H =
1
I
I
∑
i=1
(X (i)− X¯)T · (X (i)− X¯) (2.11)
where X¯ ∈ Rη×η is the mean image, as X¯ = 1I ∑Ii=1 X (i). I is the total number of images in the
training data. In the above equitation, X (i) ∈ Rη×η is the i-th micro-Doppler or range-map
image, computed form MD(n,k) or R(p,m), respectively. From the eigendecomposition of
H, the eigenvalues (λi) and eigenvectors (νi) are extracted, such that J(Φ) = ΦT HΦ. The
eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues form the matrix Φ = [ν1,ν2, ...,νd].
The default setting was dMD = 14 and dRM = 4 for micro-Doppler and range-map, respectively.
The individual training images X (i) are projected onto the d-dimensional subspace matrix to
compute the principal component matrix as,
Y = XΦ (2.12)
The micro-Doppler image, YMD, is of dimension Rη×dMD , and the range-map image, YRM, is of
dimension Rη×dRM .
The individual test images are projected using the same procedure to provide the feature
matrix YMD(Test) and YRM(Test). The NN classifier operates on the fused vectorized and
concatenated micro-Doppler and range-map feature vectors, as shown in Fig. 2.11.
According to the run-time and classification rate, the 2-D PCA combined with a NN classifier
is comparable to other state-of-the-art classification methods [42, 30]. As stated in the introduc-
tion, this thesis does not seek to provide new classification methodology, but rather defines a
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Fig.: 2.11 The vectorized principal component matrices of the micro-Doppler and range-map image form the
principal component vectors for fusion classification [42].
framework to exploit logical motion sequences [40]. It is important to note that some work on
PCA only uses a specific principal component that best characterize the class distinctions [43].
We did not sort the principal components according to their relevance, and used all of them.
2.3.2 Visualization of reconstructing images
Fig.: 2.12 Shows the effect by using different numbers of the first eigenvectors d [44].
Principal analysis is a powerful tool for feature extraction. However, it is challenging
to determine the proper number of principal values. Therefore, paper [44] has investigated
reconstructing faces for face detection by using, e.g., 2D-PCA. It is shown in Fig. 2.12 that the
reconstructed faces provide acceptable results after d = 6 principal values.
The same reconstructing process has been applied for a walking motion for a micro-Doppler
image and the corresponding range-map image. The original images are shown in Fig. 2.13.a
and Fig. 2.14.a. Typically, we compute the principal component matrix by using Eq. 2.12
(Y = XΦ), where X is the image and Φ is the projection matrix formed from the eigenvectors
20
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Fig.: 2.13 The images show the reconstructed micro-Doppler images by using different numbers of eigenvectors.
(a) shows the original image for comparison.
corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues. The same equation is used to reconstruct image Xˆ
as,
Xˆ = YΦ+ (2.13a)
Φ+ = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT (2.13b)
Xˆ = Y (ΦTΦ)−1ΦT (2.13c)
where Φ+ is is the pseudo inverse matrix of Φ. Eq. 2.13c is used to recompute the images in
Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14.
The micro-Doppler images in Fig. 2.13 show an acceptable reconstructed micro-Doppler
image by using dMD = 10, where the spikes from the arms and the legs become visible. This
confirms also the choice default value of dMD = 14, which have been found determined based
on the highest classification rate by using the k-NN. The same applies for the range-map images
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Fig.: 2.14 The images show the reconstructed range-maps by using different numbers of eigenvectors. (a) shows
the original image for comparison.
in Fig. 2.14, where the default value is dRM = 4. By using dRM = 6, a nearly full reconstructed
range-map can be observed.
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Chapter 3
Motion capturing by the Radon transform
and the energy detection
The Radon transform is considered an effective tool in detecting dominant contour schemes
in images, especially in medical image processing, whereas the inverse Radon transform is
typically used for reconstructing images from medical CT scans [45]. In the underlying problem,
we apply the Radon transform to the range-map of the radar signal returns to detect pertinent
line structures. The Radon transform, instead of a motion tracker [46], can simply reveal the
transitions from translation to in-place motion and visa versa by capturing the "breaking" points,
or time instants of changing slopes.
In employing the Radon transform for human motion recognition, we recognize that
horizontal lines in the range-map correspond to in-place motions with no noticeable range
extent, whereas lines with non-zero inclinations represent continuous changes in range gates
stemming from motion translations, such as walking. It may be expected that acceleration or
deceleration gives rise to curvy signatures in the range-map which warrant the use of the Hough
transform [47]. However, these actions cause very minor changes in the values of the slopes or
in the intersection points. Examples of in-place motions are sitting down, standing up from
sitting, or bending while standing as well as from a sitting position. Successful separations
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between translation and in-place motion categories helps in identifying the human "actions"
vs "resting" modes at home. Information in the range-map alone is sufficient to quantify the
human activity as one of the two aforementioned categories. In this respect, any follow-on
classification of human motions using spectrograms for micro-Doppler signature estimation
can proceed without confusing one category with another. For example, classifiers applied to
time intervals of in-place motions will not have "walking" as a possible outcome [40].
3.1 Application of the Radon transform
The Radon transform converts a Cartesian coordinate system (x,y) to an angle and a distance
from a center point representation (θ ,x′). It integrates the pixel values over y′, with each pixel
projected onto the new subspace abscissa x′. The projection is described as, x′ = x · cosθ +
y · sinθ . The Radon transform is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1. The computation of Rθ over the
coordinate y′ is given by,
Rθ (x′) =
∞∫
−∞
B(x′ cosθ − y′ sinθ ,x′ sinθ + y′ cosθ)dy′ (3.1)
Fig.: 3.1 Radon transform operation.
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where we consider the range-map as an image with each sample converted to a decibel absolute
value. This image, provided by Eq. 2.6, is of size M×N = 256×12,000 (for 12sec), where
M and N represent the number of range bins (rows) and slow-times (columns), respectively.
Image resizing is performed by uniform sub-sampling over range and slow-time to produce a
compressed image size, referred to as B(m,n), of dimension 128×384. To improve the end
result, the down-sampled image B(m,n) is filtered with a (3×3) smoothing kernel of unit value
coefficients. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of the resized, filtered, and thresholded range-map
where the person walks, then assumes two consecutive in-place motions, namely, sitting down
and standing up.
Fig.: 3.2 Range-map for the motion sequence.
Fig. 3.3 depicts the Radon transform applied to the range-map of Fig. 3.2, while the angle is
incremented in 1◦. One peak at θ = 90◦ angle is shown, which refers to an in-place motion.
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Fig.: 3.3 Radon transform matrix Rθ (x′), 3D representation.
The other peak off θ = 90◦ refers to a translation motion. The peak location defines both the
angle θ and a distance x′ from the origin.
The intersection points between the two corresponding lines, indexed by k, is given by,
 m(k) −1
m(k+1) −1
 ·
 x
y
=
 −n(k)
−n(k+1)
 ,k = 1, ..,K−1 (3.2)
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Fig.: 3.4 Range lines and intersection point.
with,
y = m(k) · x+n(k) (3.3a)
m(k) = tan(
π
2
−θ(k)) = cot(θ(k)) (3.3b)
n(k) =
x′
sin(θ(k))
. (3.3c)
Fig. 3.4 shows the two lines detected by applying the Radon transform to Fig. 3.2 as well as
their intersection point obtained by solving the above equations. The beginning crossing points
with the image boundary at t0 = 0s are computed by setting x to 0 in Eq. 3.3a. The only end
boundary point at tmax = 12s is solved by stetting x to tmax. From the two boundary points at t0
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to the intersection point at t = 3.6s, there are two line segments, shown in Fig. 3.4 as s11 and
s12. One of these segments is the ground truth, whereas the other is false. In order to find the
ground truth, we compute the normalized signal energy along each segment and use the line of
the higher value [48]. The process is not performed for line segment s21 since it is the only line
segment which crosses the boundary tmax on the right side of the range-map image [40].
3.2 Power Burst Curve (PBC)
Fig.: 3.5 Micro-Doppler image shows the rendered intra- and inter motion separation.
To determine whether there is one or a sequence (multiple) of in-place motions, we examine the
micro-Doppler signatures over the in-place motion interval. The spectrogram of the motions in
the above example is shown in Fig. 3.5. For separating the two consecutive in-place motions,
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Fig.: 3.6 The computed energy of the in-place segment.
namely sitting down and standing up, we measure the rise and fall of the signal energy in
MD(n,k) over slow-time which is known as the Power Burst Curve (PBC) [49, 50, 32].
The selected frequency bands for power computation are bounded by KP1 = 20 Hz and
KP2 = 270 Hz for positive-Doppler frequencies and by KN2 = −20 Hz and KN1 = −270 Hz
for negative Doppler frequencies. The PBC for the combined frequency bands is given by,
PC(n) =
KP2
∑
k1=KP1
|MD(k1,n)|2+
KN2
∑
k2=KN1
|MD(k2,n)|2,n = 1,2, . . . ,N.
(3.4)
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The computation of the above equation results in a fluctuating power curve stemming from
intricate micro-Doppler signatures of human motions. Such fluctuation could mistakenly define
wrong event boundaries. To mitigate the above problem, we apply a moving average filter with
an extent of w = 5 samples. The filtered PBC is given by,
PC f (n) =
1
w
(PC(n)+PC(n−1)+ . . .
+PC(n−w)),n = 1,2, . . . ,N.
(3.5)
The filtered PBC, shown in Fig. 3.6, is used to determine the onset and offset times of each
activity. The threshold has been found empirically as 3% over the minima as, PC fmin +0.03 ·
(PC fmax −PC fmin). Based on the this threshold value, the in-place activities are separated
according to,
P¯C¯ f (n) =

Active, if PC f (n)≥ threshold
Inactive, otherwise.
(3.6)
In constructing the state diagram in Sec. 4.1, we included human motions which could easily
merge. This represents a challenge to the PBC to separate motion events. So, we rely on the
breaking point generated by the Radon transform to indicate in-place motion occurrence and
use a window around it to capture the corresponding action [40].
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Chapter 4
State representation and experimental
results
4.1 Human motion state representation
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Fig.: 4.1 State diagram for forward in time motion detection (black arrows: in-place actions; blue arrows:
translation actions).
In this section, we cast human activities as states, namely, walking, standing, sitting, and
laying. The latter state commensurates with falling but can be generalized to include intentional
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actions as laying on floor or bed. A change, or a transition, from a state to another is performed
through an action, or an activity. This is shown in the state diagram in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.1 Forward in time motion sequence for the "Walking State"
The person changes from a “walking state” (WS) to a “laying state” (LS) through a falling
down action, and transitions to a “standing state” (StS) through a stopping action. The state
can also transition to itself through a bending down and up action. The latter case defines
contiguous motions in the sense that there is not sufficient time separation between walking
followed by bending down and between rebounding from bending and walking in order to be
able to declare a (StS) in each case. The classifier must then discriminate between these three
actions which are represented by arrows emanating from the WS in Fig. 4.1.
Table: 4.1 ADL motion according to the human ethogram.
Motion Declaration
T-Walking-Stop/Bent (I) Walking towards the radar and stopping/bending contiguously.
T-Walking-Fall (II) Walking towards the radar and falling merged contiguously.
A-Walking-Stop/Bent (III) Walking away from the radar and stopping/bending contiguously.
A-Walking-Fall (IV) Walking away from the radar and falling merged contiguously.
Sitting down (V) Sitting down motion from the standing, facing the radar.
T-Bending w. Standing (VI) Bending motion while standing, facing the radar.
A-Bending w. Standing (VII) Bending motion while standing, away from the radar.
T-Falling f. Standing (VIII) Falling motion from standing, facing the radar.
A-Falling f. Standing (IX) Falling motion from standing, away from the radar.
T-Standing f. Falling (X) Standing up motion from falling, facing the radar.
A-Standing f. Falling (XI) Standing up motion from falling, away from the radar.
Standing f. Sitting (XII) Standing up motion from sitting, facing the radar.
Bending w. Sitting (XIII) Bending motion while sitting, facing the radar.
Standing up - Walking (XIV) Standing up motion merged with walking, towards the radar.
Start Walking (XV) Start walking towards the radar.
4.1.2 Backward in time motion sequence for the “Walking State”
The backward in time sequence of actions considering walking is not entirely reciprocal to the
forward sequence. For example walking cannot be preceded by falling but can be followed by
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4.1 Human motion state representation
it. Also, the WS can be directly reached from the SiS, through standing up action, but cannot
be followed by it. This is because a person needs to exhibit short time duration of standing
between walking and sitting down for body adjustment which implies that the SiS is preceded
by the StS and not by the WS. However, standing up from sitting followed up by walking
can be contiguous with no time separation in between to declare a StS. It is noted that such
merging is only possible if standing up is in the direction of the follow-on walking motion,
otherwise, the person would need to turn around after standing up and walk in the opposite
direction which gives rise to a short time interval where the person is in the StS. Accordingly,
a classifier needs to consider only two actions prior to walking towards the radar which are
indicated by the arrows entering the walking state in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.3 Forward and backward in time motion sequence for the “Sitting
State”
In the forward in time motion sequence, a person can transition from the SiS to itself through a
bending action, as shown in Fig. 4.1. It can change to the StS by a standing up action or to a
WS, as discussed above. So a classifier applied to the SiS should consider only two in-place
classes. For the backward in time motion sequence, a change into the SiS can be performed
from the StS only. This is also shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.4 Forward and backward in time motion sequence for the “Standing
State”
In the forward in time motion sequence, a person can transition from the StS to itself though
a bending action, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. It can also change to the WS, SiS, or LS. In the
backward in time motion sequence, changing into the StS can be from the SiS through standing
up, from the WS through stopping, from a LS through standing up from falling, and transition
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from itself through bending. In this regard, the StS is associated with the highest number of
motion classes, or actions, in the forward and backward in time directions.
4.1.5 Forward and backward in time motion sequence for the “Laying
State”
In the forward in time motion sequence, a person can change from the LS to the StS through
a standing up motion, which is the only possible action. The person can change into the LS
from the StS through falling, and from the WS also through falling. This is shown in the state
diagram of Fig. 4.1, which suggests two possible classifiers, each is applied to the motion
actions transitioning in and out of a state.
Once a state is detected, then the two associated classifiers for the in and out transitions can
be applied to infer the previous and follow-on motions, respectively. It should be emphasized
that each state can apply a different classifier than the rest.
4.1.6 Motions towards and away from the radar
To account for the possibilities that the motion actions can be performed towards and away
from the radar, we make the state diagram in Fig. 4.1 to consist of two state groups: one group
for toward radar motions and the other group for away radar motions. Each group represents
one motion direction. A person can transition across the two groups by the means of turning
around while standing [40].
4.2 Experimental results
In this section, we consider three different motion sequences to demonstrate the functionality
of the proposed consecutive and contiguous motion detection for ADL. Example 1 includes a
critical fall between two walking states.
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Example 2 demonstrates a motion sequence where a person comes to fall next to a chair
and sits down on the chair after standing up from the fall. In this example, the person visits all
motion states, (WS, LS, SiS, StS), before turning around and continuing to walk in the opposite
direction.
Example 3 corresponds to a more common sequence of picking an object from the ground
from both the StS and the SiS.
The fused 2-D PCA followed by the NN classifier of Fig. 2.11 is used in the three examples,
except for the motion 1 in Fig. 4.6, where we apply micro-Doppler classification. We are able
to to account for wrong decisions as in Example-1 and -3. For Example-2, we only account for
miss-classification concerning a critical fall.
We compare the proposed classification approach, which operates on the individual states of
Fig. 4.1, with the commonly used approach of incorporating all ADL at any given time. The list
of actions considered is given in Table 4.1. The results of considering all actions in Table 4.1
are shown in Table 4.2. These results assume isolated and independent separate motions.
4.2.1 Example-1: Motion sequence of walking and falling
(a) Micro-Doppler Signature
(b) Range-map Profile
Fig.: 4.2 Motion sequence: walking-falling, standing up from falling, walking.
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Fig.: 4.3 Captured motions for Example-1 (Micro-Doppler for motions 1⃝ to 3⃝ are in Fig. a.-c.; Range-map for
motions 1⃝ to 3⃝ are in Fig. d.-f.).
The example in Fig. 4.2 shows a fall incorporated with a prior walk, followed by a period
of laying on the floor, and then standing up from falling to a StS. Finally, the person walks
towards the radar.
The captured micro-Doppler signatures and range-map images of Example-1 are shown in
Fig. 4.3. The range profiles are shifted to the middle to eliminate biased classification outcome
based on the distance to the radar.
Forward in time motion classification
Table: 4.3 Classifier-1: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 2; dRM = 1].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)
(I) 98.8% 1.2% 96.6% 3.4% 100% 0%
(II) 11.0% 89.0% 26.8% 73.3% 10.5% 89.5%
In Example 1, the Radon transform renders the intersection point between the inclined and
horizontal lines in the range-map at t1 ≈ 5.0s. This merging between the translation motion and
the follow-on in-place motion can indicate a walk that is immediately followed by a fall, a stop,
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Table: 4.4 Classifier-2: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 6; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV) (I) (II) (III) (IV)
(I) 99.6% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 98.9% 0.9% 0.1% 0.1%
(II) 0.2% 99.8% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 97.5% 0.0% 1.4%
(III) 0.6% 0.0% 99.4% 0.0% 1.3% 0.0% 98.7% 0.0%
(IV) 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 99.6% 4.6% 5.6% 0.5% 89.3%
Fusion Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV)
(I) 99.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.1% 99.9% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 0.6% 0.0% 99.4% 0.0%
(IV) 0.2% 0.8% 0.3% 98.7%
or a bent activity, each is in the direction of walking. The intersection point from the Radon
transform typically occurs after the walking ceases. In this case, the PBC cannot time separate
the energies of the walking and falling motions. Accordingly, at t1, a window of 2s is applied
which captures 0.5s of the in-place and 1.5s of the translation motion (left red rectangulars 1
in Fig. 4.2). From the state diagram of Fig. 4.1, and considering the transitioning out of the WS,
the employed classifier deals with only two possible classes, grouped as, (I) walking-stopping
& walking-bending, leading to the StS, and (II) walking-falling, leading to the LS. It is clear
from the classification results depicted in Table 4.3 (Classifier-1) that there are no false alarms
for falling, but there is a missing probability of 10.5%, which is significantly high. If all motion
classes are considered including those of the SiS, the missing probability of falling rises to
19.3% (Table 4.2), which is certainly unacceptable. Since the non-zero missing probability can
mistakenly assign a StS instead of a LS for a fall, all in-place motions from the StS and LS,
facing the radar, should be considered in the next classifier. According to the state diagram,
these motions are: (I) bending while standing, (II) sitting from standing, (III) falling from
standing, and (IV) standing up from falling.
The PBC determines that the onset and offset times of the in-place motion 2 are at
t2 ≈ 12.5s and t3 ≈ 16.7s, respectively. From the corresponding classification Table 4.4
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(Classifier-2), the ground truth motion (IV), which is standing up from falling, has a missing
probability of 1.3%, with no probability of false alarm. In contrast, the missing probability
when applying all ADL is shown in Table 4.2 as 3.4%. Comparing Tables 4.3 and 4.4, it
is evident that the detection of standing up from falling is more reliable than the detection
of falling itself, when it is contiguously merged with walking. This suggests more reliable
detection of a fall when it is recovered.
Table: 4.5 Classifier-3: Forward- and backward in time classification,
[dMD = 14; dRM = 4].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)
(I) 100% 0% 99.2% 0.8% 100% 0%
(II) 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%
The above classification result, being in SiS or StS, is maintained until the intersection
point at t4 ≈ 20.5s after which, the Radon transform declares a WS. Over the motion window
3 , t4 to t4+3s, the classifier is tasked to discriminate between the only two possible actions
that lead to the WS. According to the state diagram, these actions are: (I) starting-walking and
(II) standing up from sitting merged with walking. Both motions are classified (Classifier-3 in
Table 4.5) with 100% accuracy.
Backward in time motion classification
With Table 4.5 classification certainty, one can go backward in time and revisit the in-place
motions underlying Table 4.4, but classify previous activities. If Classifier-3 declares a StS,
then the actions occurring prior the StS would be (I) standing up from sitting, (II) bending while
standing towards the radar, (III) bending while standing away from the radar, (IV) standing up
from falling towards the radar, and (V) standing up from falling away from the radar. These
actions originate from the SiS, the StS, or the LS. The classification results are shown in
Table 4.6 (Classifier-4). Standing up from falling facing the radar has small confusion with
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Table: 4.6 Classifier-4: Backward in time classification, [dMD = 7; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V)
(I) 97.8% 0.1% 1.7% 0.0% 0.4%
(II) 0.6% 98.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 0.0% 1.9% 97.9% 0.0% 0.3%
(IV) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.6% 1.4%
(V) 2.2% 1.0% 1.2% 0.1% 95.6%
Range-map predicted
(I) 95.5% 3.9% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 2.9% 78.1% 19.0% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 0.6% 7.6% 91.7% 0.0% 0.0%
(IV) 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 91.3% 7.2%
(V) 0.9% 8.1% 0.2% 5.8% 85.0%
Fusion predicted
(I) 98.7% 0.3% 0.6% 0.2% 0.1%
(II) 0.6% 97.9% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 0.0% 1.6% 98.4% 0.0% 0.0%
(IV) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 98.0% 2.0%
(V) 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 0.8% 98.7%
standing up from falling away from the radar. But, it has only 0.2% miss-detection probability
and no false alarm probability to other classes aside from standing up from falling. It is
clear that the results in Tables 4.5+4.6 of the backward in time Classifiers-3 and -4 are more
assertive than those in Tables 4.3+4.4 of the forward in time motion Classifiers-1 and -2. In this
respect, Example 1 underscores the importance of considering both directions in rendering a
classification decision [40].
4.2.2 Example-2: Bidirectional motion sequence of walking, falling and
sitting
Example 2 in Fig. 4.4 demonstrates a fall incorporated with a prior walking, followed by
standing up from falling to reach the StS. Afterwards, the person sits down on a chair beside the
falling location, where hardly no range swath is noticeable, followed by a standing up activity
what leads the person to the StS facing the radar. Finally, the person performs a walking motion
away from the radar. Preceding the walking is an integrated turning motion.
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(a) Micro-Doppler Signature
(b) Range-map Profile
Fig.: 4.4 Motion sequence: walking-falling, standing up from falling, sitting down, standing up from sitting,
turning around and walking.
Forward in time motion classification
The first two activities 1 , 2 of the Example 2 are the same as for Example 1, and therefore
will not be discussed. Table 4.3, 4.4 as well as Classifier-1 and Classifier-2 are applied to
declare the person in StS.
According to the state diagram in Fig. 4.1, the person from the StS has the option of
walking in either direction or fulfilling the in-place motions of (I) sitting down, (II) bending
from standing, (III) falling from standing. It is noticed that standing up from falling cannot
occur twice consecutively; therefore, this motion is not considered.
Table: 4.7 Classifier-5: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 6; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (I) (II) (III) (I) (II) (III)
(I) 99.9% 0.1% 0.0% 98.7% 1.3% 0.0% 100% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.1% 99.8% 0.1% 1.5% 98.5% 0.0% 0.2% 99.8% 0.0%
(III) 0.0% 0.9% 99.1% 0.0% 1.3% 98.6% 0.0% 0.5% 99.5%
The PBC renders a follow-on in-place motion 3 between t4 ≈ 20.1s and t5 ≈ 23.4s.
According to Classifier-5 (Table 4.7), the ground truth motion of (I) sitting down has no missing
probability, but 0.2% of false alarm probability. In contrast, by considering all motion classes
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Fig.: 4.5 Captured motions for Example-2 (Micro-Doppler for motions 1⃝ to 5⃝ are in Fig. a.-e.; Range-map for
motions 1⃝ to 5⃝ are in Fig. f.-j.).
of Table 4.2, the missing probability becomes 1.1%. The classifier correctly puts the person in
the SiS. It is noticed that this example does not account for false alarm of 0.2%. Therefore, the
next assigned in-place motions are: (I) standing up from sitting and (II) bending while sitting.
Table: 4.8 Classifier-6: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 14; dRM = 4].
l
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)
(I) 98.9% 1.1% 99.5% 0.5% 99.6% 0.4%
(II) 0.1% 99.9% 0.0% 100% 0% 100%
The next in-place motion 4 is detected by the PBC with the onset and offset times at
t6 ≈ 27.0s and t7 ≈ 29.8s, respectively. The ground truth motion of (I) standing up from sitting
has a missing probability of only 0.4% with no false alarm according to Classifier-6 (Table 4.8).
When all motion classes (Table 4.2) are considered, the missing probability significantly
increases to 4.7%.
The follow-on motion 5 of walking is revealed by the Radon transform. The intersection
point has been found at t8 ≈ 32.1s. In this case, the person walks away from the radar, and
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a turning around has occurred. The motion 5 is not classified, since a WS in the opposite
direction from the StS facing the radar cannot incorporate any in-place motion (see Fig. 4.1).
Backward in time motion classification
With the certainty of the Radon transform, the intersection point t8 at the end provides the
transitioning time from the StS to the WS. Going backwards in time, the former motions
can be bidirectional. Therefore, the next applied classifier discriminates between classes of
motion performed towards and away from the radar, namely, (I) standing up from sitting, (II)
bending while standing towards the radar, (III) bending while standing away from the radar,
(IV) standing up from falling towards the radar, and (V) standing up from falling away from
the radar. The ground truth motion 4 of (I) of standing up from sitting is classified with a
certainty of 98.7% by the Classifier-4 (Table 4.6), whereas the accuracy decreases to 95.3% by
considering all motion classifier, per Table 4.2.
Table: 4.9 Classifier-7: Backward in time classification, [dMD = 14; dRM = 4].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)
(I) 100% 0.0% 99.4% 0.6% 100% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.9% 0.0% 100% 0.0% 100%
It is noticed that we do not account for miss-classification in Example-2. Thus, we assign
prior the SiS, where the previous motions can be (I) sitting down from standing, or (II) bending
from sitting. The classification results in Table 4.9 for the Classifier-7 outperform the results
for all motion classes in Table 4.2. The result of the ground truth motion of sitting down 3
leads back to the StS. It is noted that sitting down can be merged with a prior turning motion,
hence, the persons orientation is uncertain. Therefore, bidirectional classes leading to the StS
will be considered for motion 2 , as by detecting motion 4 . The true motion of (IV) standing
up from falling facing the radar is detected with 98.0% with Classifier-4, shown in Table 4.6,
whereas most of the confusion occurs again the motion (V) – standing up from falling away
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from the radar. The motions (IV) and (V) have the same outcome of the LS, while the persons
orientation is secondary. Indeed prior to the LS, a falling has most likely occurred, either
from the StS, or the WS. Since a WS has been priorly detected by the Radon transform, a
walking-falling motion 1 has appeared. Thus, a fall from the StS can be excluded.
4.2.3 Example-3: Bidirectional motion sequence of picking an object
(a) Micro-Doppler Signature
(b) Range-map Profile
Fig.: 4.6 Motion sequence: walking-stopping, bending from standing, turning around and sitting down, bending
from sitting, standing up from sitting merged with walking.
Example 3 in Fig. 4.6 shows a common ADL motion sequence of walking away from the
radar, stopping and bending in the walking direction, and picking an object close to a chair
location. Then, the person turns and sits down. While sitting, the person picks an object from
the floor. After remaining in the SiS for a period of time, the person stands up and walks
towards the radar. For the latter activity, the in-place motion and walking are merged, and are
time inseparable by the Radon transform or by the energy detector.
The captured micro-Doppler signatures and range-map images of Example-3 (Fig. 4.6)
are shown in Fig.4.7. The range profiles are shifted, as in Example-1, to compensate biased
classification based on the distance to the radar. The fused 2-D PCA followed by the NN
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Fig.: 4.7 Captured motions for Example-3 (Micro-Doppler for motions 1⃝ to 5⃝ are in Fig. a.-e.; Range-map for
motions 1⃝ to 5⃝ are in Fig. f.-j.).
classifier of Fig. 2.11 is used for the motions 2 to 5 . Motion 1 is classified based only on
spectrogram with the micro-Doppler image (Fig 4.7.a).
Forward in time motion classification
The first intersection point is determined by the Radon transform at t1 ≈ 2.8s, and a 2s window
is used for capturing the motion 1 in Fig. 4.6. The binary Classifier-5 is applied for the motions
(I) walking-stopping & walking-bending and (II) walking-falling for the direction facing away
from the radar. It is noticed that the classifier differs from those in the previous examples, since
the direction of translation is reversed. In this case, as shown in Table 4.10 (Classifier-8), the
Table: 4.10 Classifier-8: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 10; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
Fusion
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)
(I) 99.3% 0.7% 94.8% 5.2% 99.3% 0.7%
(II) 1.1% 98.9% 8.1% 91.9% 3.3% 96.7%
micro-Doppler classification outperforms fusion classification and, therefore, will preferably be
used. It gives 99.3% correct classification rate. Although, there is only 0.7% of miss-detection,
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the LS can still be assigned instead of the ground truth, the StS. Accordingly, the next Classifier-
9 should consider classes for both states in walking direction, namely, (I) turning & sitting
down, (II) bending while standing away from the radar, (III) falling from standing away from
the radar, and (IV) standing up from falling away from the radar. Conforming to the state
diagram in Fig. 4.1, class (I) leads to the SiS, class (III) to the LS and class (II) and class (IV)
lead to the StS.
The PBC determines the next in-place motion 2 to have the onset and offset times at
t2 ≈ 3.7s and t3 ≈ 6.6s, respectively. The corresponding classification results of Classifier-9
Table: 4.11 Classifier-9: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 10; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler
Predicted
Range-map
Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV) (I) (II) (III) (IV)
(I) 99.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 98.0% 0.3% 0.2% 1.5%
(II) 0.0% 99.6% 0.0% 0.4% 0.2% 99.8% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 1.5% 0.0% 97.0% 1.5% 3.0% 0.1% 95.2% 1.7%
(IV) 0.0% 4.4% 0.0% 95.6% 4.7% 2.2% 0.9% 92.3%
Fusion Predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV)
(I) 99.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.9% 0.0% 0.1%
(III) 0.5% 0.9% 98.0% 0.6%
(IV) 0.0% 1.2% 0.0% 98.8%
are shown in Table 4.11. The true motion 2 of (II) bending while standing has 0.1% missing
probability. This number rises to 1.5% when all motion classes are considered, per Table 4.2.
More critical is the probability of false alarm associated with class (I) and class (III), which
would assign a wrong state. Therefore, the next classifier should consider motions from the
LS and the StS away from the radar, as used for motion 2 plus the motions stemming from
the SiS facing the radar, i.e., (V) standing up from sitting and (VI) bending while sitting. The
classification results for Classifier-10 are shown in Table 4.12. The next in-place motion begins
at t4 ≈ 9.1s and ends at t5 ≈ 11.8s. The ground truth motion 3 of (I) turning & sitting down is
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Table: 4.12 Classifier-10: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 10; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)
(I) 99.8% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.5% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0%
(III) 2.4% 0.0% 95.8% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0%
(IV) 0.0% 6.2% 0.2% 90.8% 0.7% 2.1%
(V) 0.3% 1.6% 0.0% 0.3% 97.1% 0.6%
(VI) 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 99.2%
Range-map predicted
(I) 98.1% 0.1% 0.1% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.1% 91.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 8.1%
(III) 6.1% 0.6% 91.6% 0.7% 0.9% 0.0%
(IV) 7.8% 1.7% 0.1% 76.7% 2.2% 11.5%
(V) 0.3% 0.6% 0.0% 0.1% 96.9% 2.0%
(VI) 0.0% 5.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 94.5%
Fusion predicted
(I) 99.8% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.9% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%
(III) 0.7% 0.8% 97.4% 1.1% 0.0% 0.0%
(IV) 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 95.1% 0.0% 3.9%
(V) 0.4% 0.7% 0.0% 0.7% 98.1% 0.1%
(VI) 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 99.5%
classified with a certainty of 99.8% (0.2% miss-detection). Similarly as before, prescence of
false alarm can lend to a wrong state, which broadens the possible next motions.
The next considered in-place motions, shown in Classifier-11 (Table 4.13), are (I) turning &
sitting down, (II) bending while standing away from the radar, (III) falling from standing away
from the radar, (IV) standing up from falling away from the radar, (V) standing up from sitting,
(VI) bending while sitting, (VII) bending from standing towards the radar, and (VIII) falling
from standing towards the radar.
The PBC finds the next in-place motion 4 between t6 ≈ 19.3s and t7 ≈ 22.4s. The ground
truth motion of (VI) bending while sitting is detected with a certainty of 99.5%. Then, the
person keeps sitting until the Radon transform detects a WS towards the radar at t8 ≈ 31.7s.
From that point, the person must have been in a SiS or StS until time t8. According to the
state diagram in Fig. 4.1, there are only two arrows coming into the WS facing the radar.
Therefore, the captured motion 5 of (II) standing up merged with walking is classified versus
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Table: 4.13 Classifier-11: Forward in time classification, [dMD = 10; dRM = 2].
Micro-Doppler predicted
cl. (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII) (VIII)
(I) 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.3% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0%
(III) 1.5% 0.0% 96.9% 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
(IV) 0.0% 5.6% 0.2% 90.3% 0.5% 2.5% 0.9% 0.0%
(V) 0.3% 1.3% 0.0% 0.3% 97.4% 0.5% 0.0% 0.1%
(VI) 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 99.1% 0.1% 0.0%
(VII) 0.1% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 97.4% 0.0%
(VIII) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 0.5% 0.0% 98.3%
Range-map predicted
(I) 98.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0%
(II) 0.2% 88.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.7% 4.8% 0.0%
(III) 2.3% 0.0% 94.6% 0.1% 0.8% 0.0% 0.1% 2.1%
(IV) 7.7% 3.9% 0.0% 75.0% 0.5% 10.5% 1.0% 1.3%
(V) 0.6% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 94.1% 2.7% 1.5% 0.3%
(VI) 0.0% 3.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 93.6% 2.4% 0.0%
(VII) 1.2% 16.2% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% 14.9% 65.3% 0.0%
(VIII) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0% 0.4% 98.5%
Fusion predicted
(I) 99.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0%
(II) 0.0% 99.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0%
(III) 0.3% 0.1% 98.1% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0%
(IV) 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 95.8% 0.1% 2.6% 0.1% 0.1%
(V) 0.4% 0.6% 0.0% 0.4% 98.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.0%
(VI) 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 99.5% 0.2% 0.0%
(VII) 0.2% 1.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 97.4% 0.0%
(VIII) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 99.2%
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(I) starting-walking from standing by using Classifier-3 (Table 4.5). Since both classes are
classified with an accuracy of 100%, we declare the leading state before the standing up merged
with walking to be the SiS. In contrast, the ground truth motion of standing up merged with
walking is classified with 97.9% when applying all considered ADL motion classes.
Backward in time motion classification
As in Example 1, backward in time classification describing pre-walking activities. Table 4.5
(Classifier-3) provides 100% classification accuracy for (I) starting-walking and (II) standing
up from sitting merged with walking. This time, however, motion (II) is classified and leads to
the SiS. Going back in time, the Classifier-9 (Table 4.9) can be used to discriminate between
previous activities, namely, (I) sitting down from standing, and (II) bending from sitting. With
the ground truth motion 4 of (II) bending from sitting correctly declared, the SiS remains
in effect with a certainty of 100% classification rate. Going further back in time, the same
classifier is applied for motion 3 where the ground truth motion of (I) sitting down form
standing puts the person in the StS. At this point, the orientation of the person is uncertain. Thus,
bidirectional classes leading to the StS must be considered. The five classes of Classifier-4
are shown in Table 4.6, dealing with (I) standing up from sitting, (II) bending while standing
towards the radar, (III) bending while standing away from the radar, (IV) standing up from
falling towards the radar, and (V) standing up from falling away from the radar. The true motion
2 of (III) bending away from the radar while standing has an accuracy of 98.4%. Further, the
result ascertains the turning around motion between bending from standing and sitting down.
The person remains in the StS for a short period before the Radon transform detects a previous
WS. The walking does not incorporate falling, since it cannot occur before the StS [40].
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97.20%
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92.70%
91.70%
99.60%
98.90%
99.00%
99.70%
96.95%
96.07%
90.00% 92.00% 94.00% 96.00% 98.00% 100.00%
Example-3
Example-2
Example-1
AVERAGE CLASSIFICATION RATE
Backward in Time Classification for the proposed Method
Backward in Time Classification for the proposed Method
Forward in Time Classification for all Motions
Backward in Time Classification for all Motions
Fig.: 4.8 Shows the average classification rate for the three examples by applying forward and backward in time
motion classification for the proposed method and by considering all motion classes.
4.2.4 Comparison of forward- and backward in time classification to all
ADL classes
In this section, we show the average classification rate in Fig. 4.8 for the proposed method
by classifying ADL motions forward and backward in time. Further, we compare the results
of limiting the number of motion classes per the state diagram to the more general case by
considering all ADL motion classes.
Beginning with Example-1 (Fig. 4.2), the average classification rate is 96.07% for the
forward in time classification for the motion sequence of walking-falling, standing up from
falling and start walking. The low classification rate of the merged motion walking-falling
of 89.5% is in impotent factor. Considering the backward in time motion classification, the
average classification rate increases to 99.00%. By using one classifier with all motion classes,
the average classification rate for forward in time classification decreased to 91.70%, since the
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certainty of classifying walking-falling is even worse with 80.7%. By going backward in time,
the average classification rate of 97.20% which is lower than that for the proposed method.
The average classification rate of Example-2 (Fig. 4.4) behaves similar as Example-1, since
the motion of walking-falling has a negative impact for the forward in time classification.
Accordingly, the average classification rate is 96.95% for the proposed method and 92.70% by
using all motion classes. For going backwards in time, the average classification rate is 98.90%
for the proposed method and decreases to 96.70% by using all classes. In that example, the
forward in time classification rate for the proposed method outperforms both, the forward and
backward classification method by using an all motion classifier.
Different from the previous examples, Example-3 (Fig. 4.6) shows a forward in time motion
classification outperforming marginally the backward in time classification for the proposed
method with 99.70% compared to 99.60%. The average classification rate of 98.26% and
98.60% for forward- and backward in time motion classification, respectively, are achieved all
motion classifier [40].
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Summary
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we considered classification of human ADL accounting for possible adjacent and
sometimes inseparable contiguous motions. These motions, like falling and bending, may not
have clear individual event time boundaries, especially when are merged with walking. Since
walking defines the translation motion and can be easily discerned from pronounced changes in
the range, we use it as the building block that guides the classifiers and resolve ambiguities
which may occur in classifying in-place motions. The latter include sitting down, standing up,
falling, and bending from standing or sitting. The Radon transform is applied to the range-map
to detect the translation motion, whereas an energy detector, referred to as Power Burst Curve
(PBC), is used to provide the onset or/and offset times of in-place motions.
The human ethogram, which is the catalogue of human behavior and possible motion
sequences, was used to reduce the number of motion classes classified at any given time. This
was made possible by considering human motions as states that consist of standing, sitting,
walking, and laying. The actions of standing up, sitting down, falling and bending are cast
as transitional motions that link the different states. At a given state, and according to the
ethogram, there are known and limited transitioning actions in and out of it. Reducing the
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number of classes and the use of state diagram improve classification compared to using all
ADL. It also allows changing the features to best commensurate with the given state. We used
2-D PCA with NN classifier and changed the number of principal components according to the
state and transitioning actions.
The thesis proposed performing classifications of ADL in both forward and backward in
time and showed that the results are often different. This suggests performing classifications in
both time directions to obtain different levels of assertions regarding the incurred activities.
5.2 Further work
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Fig.: 5.1 Extended state diagram for forward in time classification for motions towards the radar (black arrows:
in-place actions; blue arrows: translation actions).
The work in this thesis considers, from our point of view, the most critical and valuable
motions. However, the state diagram in Fig. 4.1 can be extended as desired. For example,
Fig. 5.1 shows a possible generalization with additional motions of Laying down, Crawling,
and Kneeling from standing for towards the radar.
Further research can be investigated in separating multiple targets based on the proposed
method by using the Radon transform. Also people counting is certainly a topic of interest
in ADL environments. By using more advanced radar technology, e.g., by applying MIMO
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functionality, more research can be investigated to determine the person intricate motions,
including sideways.
The work in this thesis uses 2D-PCA with the Nearest Neighbor classification. However,
the proposed approach can be applied with other methods, all can benefit from the state diagram.
The selected feature extraction method and classifier in this thesis have given the best reliable
results. Other methods, however, can be computational simpler and move sustainable for
real-time applications.
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